First Grade
Please have your child read widely and often both with you and independently!
The list below is meant to provide you with some ideas for summer book selections for your incoming 1st grader. Rhyming books at this stage of reading are particularly helpful.

Any Cat in the Hat Beginning Reader book, not written just by Dr. Seuss, such as:
• The Cat in the Hat
• Green Eggs and Ham
• Hop on Pop
• Put Me in the Zoo
• One Fish, Two Fish

Books by Beatrix Potter, such as:
• The Tale of Benjamin Bunny
• The Tale of Tom Kitten
• The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck

Books and poems by A.A. Milne, such as:
• Winnie the Pooh
• Now We Are Six (poetry)
• When We Were Very Young (poetry)

Any Fairy Tales or Aesop’s Fables

Picture books related to: basic maps, human body, matter, electricity.